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SPIN HECKE ALGEBRAS OF FINITE AND AFFINE TYPES
WEIQIANG WANG
Abstract. We introduce the spin Hecke algebra, which is a q-deformation of
the spin symmetric group algebra, and its affine generalization. We establish an
algebra isomorphism which relates our spin (affine) Hecke algebras to the (affine)
Hecke-Clifford algebras of Olshanski and Jones-Nazarov. Relation between the
spin (affine) Hecke algebra and a nonstandard presentation of the usual (affine)
Hecke algebra is displayed, and the notion of covering (affine) Hecke algebra is
introduced to provide a link between these algebras. Various algebraic structures
for the spin (affine) Hecke algebra are established.
1. Introduction
1.1. A basic question. The spin (or projective) representations of the symmetric
group were first developed by I. Schur [8] in 1911. We refer to Jo´zefiak [3] for an
excellent modern exposition of Schur’s work by a systematic use of superalgebras.
The symmetric group Sn admits a double cover S
∼
n , nontrivial for n ≥ 4:
1 −→ Z2−→S∼n−→Sn −→ 1. (1.1)
A spin representation of Sn is equivalent to a representation of the algebra CS
−
n :=
CS∼n /〈z + 1〉, the quotient of the group algebra CS∼n by the ideal 〈z + 1〉, where z
denotes the central generator of order 2 coming from Z2. The algebra CS
−
n has a
presentation with generators ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1) subject to the relations:
t2i = 1, titi+1ti = ti+1titi+1, (1.2)
titj = −tjti (|i− j| > 1). (1.3)
As is well known, Hecke algebras have played an important role in various aspects
of representation theory (for some recent developments see the books of Ariki [1]
and Kleshchev [5] and the references therein). We ask the following basic question:
is there a natural q-deformation (i.e. Hecke algebra) for CS−n and CS
∼
n ? It is
conceivable that a canonical solution to this question, if it exists, might open the
door to further new developments in representation theory.
However, there is no standard procedure to define Hecke algebras except for
Coxeter groups and perhaps for complex reflection groups. The group S∼n is neither
a Coxeter group nor a complex reflection group.
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1.2. An affirmative answer. In this paper we introduce the spin Hecke algebra
H−n and the covering Hecke algebra H
∼
n as q-deformations of CS
−
n and CS
∼
n respec-
tively. We also introduce the spin and the covering affine Hecke algebras, denoted
by Ĥ−n and Ĥ
∼
n . The spin (affine) Hecke algebras arise from different setups and
they enjoy various favorable properties.
Set
ε = q − q−1.
The spin affine Hecke algebra Ĥ−n is the C(q)-algebra generated by Ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ n−1,
and pi, qi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, subject to the following relations:
R2i = −ε2 − 2
RiRj = −RjRi (|i− j| > 1)
RiRi+1Ri − Ri+1RiRi+1 = ε2(Ri+1 − Ri)
Ripi = pi+1Ri + ε(qi − qi+1)
Riqi = −qi+1Ri − ε(pi + pi+1)
Ripj = pjRi, Riqj = −qjRi (j 6= i, i+ 1)
pipj = pjpi, qiqj = −qjqi (i 6= j)
p2i + q
2
i = 1
piqj = qjpi (∀i, j).
The algebra Ĥ−n can be viewed as a quantum version of the degenerate spin affine
Hecke algebra introduced in [10] (see Section 6.4). The subalgebra generated by Ri
(1 ≤ i ≤ n−1) is the spin Hecke algebra H−n of finite type. Among the noteworthy
features of H−n and Ĥ
−
n are the deformed braid relations and the two dependent
sets of loop generators. Both Ĥ−n and H
−
n admit superalgebra structures with each
pi being even and qi, Ri being odd.
1.3. Several related algebras. To formulate a certain Schur-Jimbo type duality,
Olshanski [7] introduced a Hecke-Clifford algebra Hcn, which is a q-deformation of
the semidirect product Cn⋊CSn and is generated by the usual Hecke algebraHn for
Sn and the Clifford algebra Cn in n variables. The affine Hecke-Clifford algebra Ĥcn
was introduced by Jones-Nazarov [4] to study the q-Young symmetrizer for Hcn,
and the modular representation theory of Ĥcn has been developed by Brundan-
Kleshchev [2]. A degenerate version of Ĥcn was introduced earlier by Nazarov [6]
(called affine Sergeev algebra) to study representations of CS−n .
It is known from the works of Sergeev, Jo´zefiak and Stembridge that the represen-
tation theory of CS−n is essentially equivalent to that of Cn⋊CSn. This phenomenon
has subsequently been clarified by the construction of a superalgebra isomorphism
between Cn⋊CSn and Cn⊗CS−n , due to Sergeev [9] and Yamaguchi [11] indepen-
dently. (We will say that Cn ⋊ CSn and CS
−
n are Morita super-equivalent; for a
justification of the terminology, cf. [2, Lemma 9.9] or [5, 13.2], or our Section 3.1).
Such a super-equivalence has been extended by the author [10] to one between the
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degenerate spin Hecke algebra introduced in loc. cit. and Nazarov’s degenerate
affine Hecke-Clifford algebra.
1.4. Properties of the spin (affine) Hecke algebra. We establish a Morita
super-equivalence between Hcn and H
−
n (respectively, between Ĥcn and Ĥ
−
n ) by
constructing explicitly a q-deformed version of the above Morita super-equivalences
[9, 11, 10] in both finite and affine setups:
Φ : Hcn
≃−→ Cn ⊗H−n , Φ : Ĥcn ≃−→ Cn ⊗ Ĥ−n .
Our key observation on the existence of natural subalgebras of Hcn and Ĥcn which
super-commute with Cn paves the way for the presentations of H
−
n and Ĥ
−
n .
A fundamental construction in the classical theory of the spin symmetric group
is an algebra homomorphism from CS−n to Cn−1 which gives rise to the basic spin
CS−n -supermodule [8, 3]. We obtain a natural q-deformation of this construction
in which the spin Hecke algebra H−n fits nicely.
We construct standard bases for H−n and for Ĥ
−
n , describe the center of Ĥ
−
n , and
further introduce the intertwiners for Ĥ−n , which have their counterparts in [4]. We
introduce the cyclotomic spin Hecke algebras and show that they are Morita super-
equivalent to the cyclotomic Hecke-Clifford algebras introduced in [2]. We remark
that all of the definitions and constructions in this paper can make sense over a
field of characteristic different from 2 (which is occasionally assumed to contain√
2), and often even over the ring Z[1
2
]. It is possible to develop the representation
theory of H−n and Ĥ
−
n parallel to the principal results for Hcn and Ĥcn in [2, 4].
The new perspective of spin (affine) Hecke algebras can in turn help to clarify the
work on the (affine) Hecke-Clifford algebras.
1.5. Relation to the (affine) Hecke algebra. There is a different setup where
the spin (affine) Hecke algebra appears to be relevant. One easily writes down
a nonstandard presentation for the usual Hecke algebra Hn with new generators
Ti := Ti + T
−1
i instead of the familiar ones Ti. The definition of H
−
n and the
nonstandard presentation of Hn are surprisingly compatible and this leads to a
notion of a covering Hecke algebra H∼n which is a q-deformation of CS
∼
n . The
quotient of the algebra H∼n by the ideal 〈z+1〉 (respectively, 〈z−1〉) is isomorphic
to H−n (respectively, Hn).
It is remarkable that such a compatibility extends to the spin affine Hecke algebra
Ĥ−n and the usual affine Hecke algebra Ĥn of type GL, where we have to adopt
a nonstandard presentation of Ĥn via the generators Ti and
1
2
(Xi ±X−1i ) instead
of the Bernstein-Lusztig presentation via the generators Ti and Xi. This leads to
the definition of the covering affine Hecke algebra Ĥ∼n , whose quotient by the ideal
〈z + 1〉 (respectively, 〈z − 1〉) is isomorphic to Ĥ−n (respectively, Ĥn).
1.6. The organization and acknowledgment. The paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Section 2, we recall the Hecke-Clifford algebra and introduce the spin
and covering Hecke algebras of finite type. In Section 3, we establish the Morita
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super-equivalence between Hcn and H
−
n . We provide standard bases for H
−
n , H
∼
n
and their even subalgebras (which are q-deformations of a double cover of the
alternating group and its spin quotient), and also construct the basic spin H−n -
supermodule. In Section 4, we present the affine Hecke algebra counterpart of
Section 2. In Section 5, we establish the Morita super-equivalence between Ĥcn
and Ĥ−n . We describe the intertwiners, a standard basis, and the center for Ĥ
−
n . In
Section 6, we introduce the cyclotomic spin Hecke algebras and the Jucys-Murphy
elements for H−n . We explain the degeneration of Ĥ
−
n and its cyclotomic version.
It is our view that a general notion of spin Hecke algebras exists naturally beyond
the setup in this paper. We will return to this elsewhere.
This research is partially supported by NSF and NSA grants. I gratefully ac-
knowledge the UVa Sesquicentennial Associateship which allowed me to spend the
Spring semester of 2006 at MSRI, Berkeley. I thank MSRI for its excellent working
atmosphere, where this work was initiated.
2. Spin and covering Hecke algebras (of finite type)
2.1. The Hecke-Clifford algebra. Let q be a formal parameter.
Definition 2.1. [7] The Hecke-Clifford algebra Hcn is the C(q)-algebra generated
by Ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1) and ci (1 ≤ i ≤ n), subject to the following relations:
(Ti − q)(Ti + q−1) = 0 (2.1)
TiTi+1Ti = Ti+1TiTi+1, TiTj = TjTi (|i− j| > 1) (2.2)
Tici = ci+1Ti, Ticj = cjTi (j 6= i, i+ 1) (2.3)
c2i = 1, cicj = −cjci (i 6= j). (2.4)
The algebraHcn was introduced by Olshanski [7]. It is naturally a super (i.e. Z2-
graded) algebra with ci (1 ≤ i ≤ n) being odd and Ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1) being even.
The subalgebra generated by Ti subject to the relations (2.1)–(2.2) is the usual
Hecke algebraHn associated to the symmetric group Sn. We define Tσ := Ti1 · · ·Tir
as usual for any reduced expression σ = si1 · · · sir ∈ Sn. The C-algebra generated
by c1, . . . , cn is a Clifford (super)algebra and will be denoted by Cn. It is known
that Tσc
ǫ1
1 · · · cǫnn , where σ ∈ Sn and ǫ1, · · · , ǫn ∈ {0, 1}, is a basis for Hcn. Here
are some useful identities derived from (2.1)–(2.4):
Tici+1 = ciTi − ε(ci − ci+1) (2.5)
Ti(ci − ci+1)Ti = ci+1 − ci (2.6)
(ci − cj)(cj − ck)(ci − cj) = 2(ck − ci) for distinct i, j, k. (2.7)
2.2. The spin Hecke algebra. Recall ε = q − q−1. We now introduce the first
new concept of the paper.
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Definition 2.2. The spin Hecke algebra H−n is a C(q)-algebra generated by Ri, 1 ≤
i ≤ n− 1, subject to the following relations:
R2i = −ε2 − 2 ≡ −(q2 + q−2) (2.8)
RiRj = −RjRi (|i− j| > 1) (2.9)
RiRi+1Ri − Ri+1RiRi+1 = ε2(Ri+1 − Ri). (2.10)
The algebra H−n is naturally a superalgebra by requiring each Ri to be odd, since
the defining relations for H−n are Z2-homogeneous with respect to such a grading.
2.3. (Anti-)involutions of H−n . There are several involutions (i.e. algebra auto-
morphisms of order 2) of the algebra H−n . Define
σ : Ri 7→ Rn−i, q 7→ q,
s : Ri 7→ −Ri, q 7→ q,
− : Ri 7→ Ri, q 7→ q−1,
where 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. By inspection of the defining relations for H−n , σ, s and −
can be extended to homomorphisms of H−n and they are indeed involutions of H
−
n
(regarded as an algebra over C), Furthermore, σ, s,− commute with each other,
and their products give rise to several more involutions.
We also define an anti-involution τ of H−n by letting τ(Ri) = −Ri for each i. One
obtains more anti-involutions by composing τ with the involutions above (which
commute with τ).
2.4. A nonstandard presentation of Hecke algebra. Denote
Ti := Ti + T
−1
i ≡ 2Ti − ε.
Proposition 2.3. The algebra Hn has a presentation with generators Ti (1 ≤ i ≤
n− 1) subject to the following relations:
T2i = q
2 + q−2 + 2 (2.11)
TiTj = TjTi (|i− j| > 1) (2.12)
TiTi+1Ti − Ti+1TiTi+1 = ε2(Ti+1 − Ti). (2.13)
Proof. Follows by a direct computation. 
2.5. The covering Hecke algebra.
Definition 2.4. The covering Hecke algebra H∼n is a C(q)-superalgebra generated
by the even generator z and the odd generators T˜i (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1), subject to the
following relations:
z2 = 1, z is central
T˜ 2i = z(q
2 + q−2 + 1) + 1 (2.14)
T˜iT˜j = zT˜j T˜i (|i− j| > 1) (2.15)
T˜iT˜i+1T˜i − T˜i+1T˜iT˜i+1 = ε2(T˜i+1 − T˜i). (2.16)
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We shall denote by 〈a, b, · · · 〉 a two-sided ideal generated by a, b, · · · . The quo-
tient of the covering Hecke algebra H∼n by the ideal 〈z − 1〉 is isomorphic to the
usual Hecke algebra Hn with nonstandard presentation (where the canonical im-
age of T˜i matches Ti) and the quotient by 〈z + 1〉 is isomorphic to the spin Hecke
algebra H−n (where the canonical image of T˜i matches Ri).
3. Algebraic structures of the spin Hecke algebra
3.1. A Morita super-equivalence. Note that the multiplication in a tensor
product C⊗B of two superalgebras C and B has a suitable sign convention:
(c′ ⊗ b′)(c⊗ b) = (−1)|b′||c|(c′c⊗ b′b).
We shall write a typical element in C⊗B as cb rather than c⊗b, and use short-hand
notations c = c⊗ 1, b = 1⊗ b.
Theorem 3.1. There exists a superalgebra isomorphism
Φ : Hcn
≃−→ Cn
⊗
H−n
which extends the identity map on Cn and sends
Ti 7→ TΦi := −
1
2
Ri(ci − ci+1) + ε
2
(1− cici+1), 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1. (3.1)
Its inverse map Ψ extends the identity map on Cn and sends
Ri 7→ RΨi := (ci − ci+1)Ti + εci+1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1. (3.2)
Remark 3.2. The isomorphism in Theorem 3.1 in the q 7→ 1 limit reduces to the
superalgebra isomorphism Cn ⋊CSn ∼= Cn ⊗ CS−n found in [9, 11].
By (2.1)–(2.4), we have the following equivalent expressions for RΨi :
RΨi = −Ti(ci − ci+1) + εci
= ciTi − ci+1T−1i = Tici+1 − T−1i ci. (3.3)
Thanks to the above isomorphisms Φ,Ψ, we can define exact functors
F : H−n -smod→ Hcn-smod, F := Φ∗(Un⊗?),
G : Hcn-smod→ H−n -smod, G := HomCn(Un,Ψ∗(?)),
where Un denotes the basic spin Cn-supermodule and H
−
n -smod (respectively, Hcn-
smod) denotes the category of finite-dimensional supermodules ofH−n (respectively,
of Hcn). For n even, F and G establish the equivalence of categories, and indeed
H−n and Hcn are Morita equivalent in the usual sense since Cn is a simple algebra.
For n odd, Cn is a simple superalgebra of type Q, F and G establish an almost
Morita equivalence of categories which involves some Z2-parity change functor (see
[2, Lemma 9.9] or [5, Proposition 13.2.2] for a precise statement in a similar setup).
Let us call two superalgebras A and B Morita super-equivalent if there is a
superalgebra isomorphism A ∼= Cn ⊗ B or B ∼= Cn ⊗ A for some Clifford algebra
Cn. In particular, Hcn and Cn⊗H−n are Morita super-equivalent. (This restrictive
definition of the Morita super-equivalence is all we need in this paper, though it is
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possible and potentially useful in other contexts to give a more general definition
which incorporates the usual Morita equivalence.)
3.2. Proof of the isomorphism Theorem 3.1. We start with several lemmas.
Lemma 3.3. The RΨi super-commute with Cn for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
Proof. Clearly, RΨi cj = −cjRΨi for j 6= i, i+ 1. By (3.2), (2.3) and (2.4),
RΨi ci = (ci − ci+1)ci+1Ti + εci+1ci = −ci(ci − ci+1)Ti − εcici+1 = −ciRΨi .
We leave to the reader the similar verification that RΨi ci+1 = −ci+1RΨi . 
Lemma 3.4. The RΨi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, satisfy the relations (2.8) and (2.9).
Proof. Clearly, RΨi R
Ψ
j = −RΨj RΨi for |i − j| > 1. By (2.1)–(2.4) and (3.3), we
calculate that
(RΨi )
2 = (ciTi − ci+1T−1i )(Tici+1 − T−1i ci)
= ci(εTi + 1)ci+1 + ci+1(1 + ε
2 − εTi)ci − 2
= ci(εT
−1
i + 1 + ε
2)ci+1 + ci+1(1 + ε
2 − εTi)ci − 2
= ciεT
−1
i ci+1 − ci+1εTici − 2 = −ε2 − 2.
This verifies (2.8) and (2.9) for RΨi . 
Lemma 3.5. The relation (2.10) holds for RΨi , that is, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 2,(
RΨi R
Ψ
i+1 + ε
2
)
RΨi = R
Ψ
i+1
(
RΨi R
Ψ
i+1 + ε
2
)
.
Proof. Formulas (2.1) through (2.7) are frequently used in this proof. We have
RΨi R
Ψ
i+1 = ((ci − ci+1)T−1i + εci)((ci+1 − ci+2)Ti+1 + εci+2)
= (ci − ci+1)(ci − ci+2)(Ti − ε)Ti+1 + εci(ci+1 − ci+2)Ti+1
+ε(ci − ci+1)ci+2(Ti − ε) + ε2cici+2
= (ci − ci+1)(ci − ci+2)TiTi+1 + εci+2(ci+1 − ci+2)Ti+1
−εci+2(ci − ci+1)Ti + ε2ci+1ci+2.
Recalling RΨi = (ci − ci+1)Ti + εci+1 from (3.2), we have that(
RΨi R
Ψ
i+1 + ε
2
)
RΨi
= (ci − ci+1)(ci − ci+2)(ci+1 − ci+2)TiTi+1Ti
+εci+2(ci+1 − ci+2)(ci − ci+2)Ti+1Ti
−εci+2(ci − ci+1)(ci+1 − ci) + ε2(ci − ci+1 + ci+2 + cici+1ci+2)Ti
+ε(ci − ci+1)(ci − ci+2)ci+2TiTi+1 + ε2ci+2(ci+1 − ci+2)ci+2Ti+1
−ε2ci+2(ci − ci+1)ciTi + ε3ci+2(ci − ci+1)(ci − ci+1) + ε3(ci+1 − ci+2)
= 2(ci − ci+2)TiTi+1Ti + ε(ci+1 + ci+2 − ci − cici+1ci+2)Ti+1Ti
+ε(ci+1 + ci+2 − ci + cici+1ci+2)TiTi+1 − ε2(ci+1 + ci+2)Ti+1
+ε2(ci − ci+1)Ti + 2εci+2 + ε3(ci+1 + ci+2).
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On the other hand, recalling RΨi+1 = Ti+1(ci+2 − ci+1) + εci+1, we have
RΨi+1
(
RΨi R
Ψ
i+1 + ε
2
)
= 2(ci − ci+2)Ti+1TiTi+1 + εTi+1(ci+2 − ci+1)ci+2(ci+1 − ci+2)Ti+1
−εTi+1(ci+2 − ci+1)ci+2(ci − ci+1)Ti − 2ε2ci+2Ti+1
+εci+1(ci − ci+1)(ci − ci+2)TiTi+1 + ε2ci+1ci+2(ci+1 − ci+2)Ti+1
−ε2ci+1ci+2(ci − ci+1)Ti + ε3(ci+1 + ci+2)
= 2(ci − ci+2)Ti+1TiTi+1 + 2εci+2(εTi+1 + 1)
−ε(ci+1 − ci+2)ci+1(ci − ci+2)Ti+1Ti + ε2(ci+1 − ci+2)ci+1(ci − ci+1)Ti
−2ε2ci+2Ti+1 + εci+1(ci − ci+1)(ci − ci+2)TiTi+1 + ε2ci+1ci+2(ci+1 − ci+2)Ti+1
−ε2ci+1ci+2(ci − ci+1)Ti + ε3(ci+1 + ci+2),
which can be shown by a simple rewriting to coincide with the right-hand side of
the previous formula for (RΨi R
Ψ
i+1 + ε
2)RΨi . 
Lemma 3.6. For every 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, we have Ψ(TΦi ) = Ti, and Φ(RΨi ) = Ri.
Proof. By (3.3), we have
Ψ(TΦi ) = Ψ
(
1
2
Ri(ci+1 − ci) + ε
2
(1− cici+1)
)
=
1
2
(−Ti(ci − ci+1) + εci)(ci+1 − ci) + 1
2
ε(1− cici+1) = Ti,
Φ(RΨi ) = Φ(Ti(ci+1 − ci) + εci)
= −
(
1
2
Ri(ci+1 − ci) + ε
2
(1− cici+1)
)
(ci − ci+1) + εci = Ri.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. By Lemmas 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, Ψ is a (super) algebra homomor-
phism. By Lemma 3.6 and Ψ(ci) = ci, Ψ is surjective.
Denote by H−n,Ψ the subalgebra of Hcn generated by R
Ψ
i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. By
Lemma 3.3, we have Hcn ⊇ Cn ⊗H−n,Ψ. By Lemma 3.6, we have
Ti =
1
2
(ci − ci+1)RΨi +
ε
2
(1− cici+1) ∈ Cn ⊗H−n,Ψ,
and thus all generators Ti, ci of Hcn lie in Cn⊗H−n,Ψ. Therefore, Hcn = Cn⊗H−n,Ψ
and dimH−n,Ψ = n!. By Proposition 3.8 below (whose proof is elementary and in
particular does not use this Theorem), we have dimH−n ≤ n!. Thus for dimension
reason the surjective homomorphism Ψ|
H
−
n
: H−n → H−n,Ψ is indeed an isomorphism
and dimH−n = n!. Since both Hcn and Cn ⊗H−n have dimensions equal to 2nn!,
the surjective homomorphism Ψ is an algebra isomorphism.
By Lemma 3.6, Ψ and Φ are inverse isomorphisms. 
Remark 3.7. A somewhat different argument for Theorem 3.1 goes as follows. We
can verify directly that Φ is an algebra homomorphism in a way similar to Ψ, which
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involves a tedious verification of the braid relations for TΦi . Then Lemma 3.6
implies that Φ and Ψ are inverse isomorphisms. This argument does not use
Proposition 3.8 below.
3.3. Bases for H−n and H
∼
n . Introduce the following monomials in H
−
n :
Ri,a := RiRi−1 · · ·Ri−a+1, 0 ≤ a ≤ i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, (3.4)
where it is understood that Ri,0 ≡ 1 for all i. We refer to a product Ri1Ri2 · · ·Ris
of generators in H−n as a monomial in H
−
n , and call a monomial standard if it is of
the form R1,a1R2,a2 · · ·Rn−1,an−1 , where 0 ≤ ai ≤ i for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
Proposition 3.8. The standard monomials R1,a1R2,a2 · · ·Rn−1,an−1, where 0 ≤
ai ≤ i and 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, linearly span H−n . In particular, dimH−n ≤ n!.
Proof. Since the number of standard monomials in H−n is n!, it suffices to prove
the first statement on linear span.
Claim 1. Any monomial of H−n is spanned by the monomials in which Rn−1
appears at most once.
We prove Claim 1 by induction on n. The claim trivially holds for n = 1. For
any monomial in which Rn−1 appears more than twice, we can apply the argument
below to a portion of the monomial which contains exactly two Rn−1’s to reduce
the number of Rn−1’s. So, let us assume that a given monomial is of the form
Rn−1 ·Ri1Ri2 · · ·Ris ·Rn−1, where 1 ≤ i1, · · · , is ≤ n− 2 (for some s). By applying
(2.9) to move the Ri’s outbound the two Rn−1’s whenever possible, we are reduced
to the case s = 0 or i1 = is = n− 2, where s ≥ 1. The reduction of the number of
Rn−1’s in the case s = 0 is done by (2.8), while in the case s = 1 is by (2.10) (note
that here we got a linear combination of monomials because (2.10) is not the usual
braid relation). In the case s ≥ 2, we reduce to the previous cases by applying the
claim for n− 1, which is the induction step.
Claim 2. Any monomial of H−n in which Rn−1 appears exactly once can be
written as a linear combination of monomials of the form Ri1Ri2 · · ·Ris ·Rn−1,an−1 ,
where 1 ≤ an−1 ≤ n− 1 and 1 ≤ i1, . . . , is ≤ n− 2 for some s.
We again argue by induction on n. The claim is trivial for n = 1, 2. By permuting
Rn−1 via (2.9) to the right as much as possible, we rewrite the monomial (up to a
sign) such that Rn−1 appears at the very end or it is followed by Rn−2. We continue
with the second possibility, otherwise we are done. Since the part of the monomial
starting from Rn−2 to the right lies in H
−
n−1, we may apply Claim 1 to reduce to
the case when Rn−2 appears to the right of Rn−1 exactly once. Now the induction
step for n− 1 of Claim 2 is applicable to complete the proof of Claim 2.
We now proceed by induction on n. The proposition holds trivially for n = 1.
If a monomial in H−n does not contain Rn−1 and thus is a monomial in H
−
n−1, then
it is a linear combination of the standard monomials as the induction step applies.
Otherwise, the proposition follows by the induction step, Claims 1 and 2. 
Theorem 3.9. The standard monomials R1,a1R2,a2 · · ·Rn−1,an−1 , where 0 ≤ ai ≤ i
and 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, form a basis for H−n . Also, dimH−n = n!.
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Proof. The statement that dimH−n = n! is a consequence of (the proof of) Theo-
rem 3.1. The number of standard monomials in H−n is n!, and thus the theorem
follows from Proposition 3.8. 
We define the monomial T˜i,a ∈ H∼n (respectively, Ti,a ∈ Hn), with T˜ (respec-
tively, T) replacing R in the definition (3.4) of Ri,a.
Proposition 3.10. The elements T˜1,a1 T˜2,a2 · · · T˜n−1,an−1 , zT˜1,a1 T˜2,a2 · · · T˜n−1,an−1,
where 0 ≤ ai ≤ i and 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, form a basis for H∼n . Also, dimH∼n = 2n!.
Proof. The same argument for Prop. 3.8 shows that the elements in the proposition
form a spanning set for H∼n . It remains to prove the linear independence.
By definitions, H∼n /〈z − 1〉 ∼= Hn and H∼n /〈z + 1〉 ∼= H−n . Denote the cor-
responding canonical maps by p+ : H
∼
n → Hn and p− : H∼n → H−n . Clearly,
p+(T˜i) = Ti, p−(T˜i) = Ri, and p±(z) = ±1. We shall use the short-hand notation
T˜a = T˜1,a1 T˜2,a2 · · · T˜n−1,an−1 . Assume there is a relation (⋆)
∑
a
(αaT˜a + βazT˜a) = 0
for some constants αa, βa. By applying the canonical map p− to (⋆) and Theo-
rem 3.9, we conclude that αa − βa = 0 for each a. On the other hand, it is
(a variant of) a classical fact that T1,a1T2,a2 · · ·Tn−1,an−1 , where 0 ≤ ai ≤ i and
1 ≤ i ≤ n−1, form a linear basis for H−n . By applying p+ to (⋆), we conclude that
αa + βa = 0 for each a. So αa = βa ≡ 0. 
Remark 3.11. By (2.8)–(2.10) and Theorem 3.9, H−n reduces to CS
−
n as q goes to 1.
By a standard deformation argument, the algebra H−n is semisimple. Similarly, H
∼
n
is a flat deformation of CS∼n by Proposition 3.10, which justifies the terminology
of “covering Hecke algebra” for H∼n .
3.4. Spin Hecke algebra for the alternating group. Note that the number of
generators Ri’s appearing in the monomial R1,a1R2,a2 · · ·Rn−1,an−1 is a1+ . . .+an−1
(called the length of the monomial). Denote by H−
n,0¯
(respectively, H∼n,0¯) the even
subalgebra of the superalgebra H−n (respectively, H
∼
n ).
Proposition 3.12. Let n ≥ 2.
(1) The standard monomials of even length, that is, R1,a1R2,a2 · · ·Rn−1,an−1,
where 0 ≤ ai ≤ i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 such that a1 + . . . + an−1 is even, form a
basis for the algebra H−
n,0¯
. In particular, dimH−
n,0¯
= 1
2
n!.
(2) The elements T˜1,a1 T˜2,a2 · · · T˜n−1,an−1 , zT˜1,a1 T˜2,a2 · · · T˜n−1,an−1, where 0 ≤ ai ≤
i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n−1 such that a1+ . . .+an−1 is even, form a basis for the algebra
H∼n,0¯. In particular, dimH
∼
n,0¯ = n!.
Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.9 and Proposition 3.10. 
Recall that the alternating group An is a subgroup of Sn of index 2. The short
exact sequence (1.1) gives rise to a subgroup A∼n of S
∼
n of index 2 which is a double
cover of An. It follows that H
∼
n,0¯ is a q-deformation of the algebra CA
∼
n , while H
−
n,0¯
is a q-deformation of the algebra CA∼n /〈z + 1〉.
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Definition 3.13. The algebra H−
n,0¯
is called the spin Hecke algebra for the alter-
nating group An. The algebra H
∼
n,0¯ is called the covering Hecke algebra for the
alternating group An.
We leave it to the reader to write down a presentation for the algebra H−
n,0¯
using
the generators R1Ri+1 (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 2) and a similar presentation for H∼n,0¯.
3.5. The basic spin supermodule.
Theorem 3.14. There exists a homomorphism of superalgebras
πq : H
−
n → Cn ⊗ C(q)
which sends
Ri 7→
√−1(qci − q−1ci+1), 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
The image is isomorphic to Cn−1 ⊗ C(q).
Proof. We need to check the relations (2.8)–(2.10) with γi :=
√−1(qci − q−1ci+1)
replacing Ri therein. Clearly we have
γ2i = −2 − ε2, γiγj = −γjγi (|i− j| > 1).
By a straightforward computation, we have
γiγi+1γi =
√−1 (2qci − (q−1 − q3)ci+1 − (q−3 + q)ci+2)
= 2γi + (q
2 + q−2)γi+1,
γi+1γiγi+1 =
√−1 ((q3 + q−1)ci − (q−3 − q)ci+1 − 2q−1ci+2)
= (q2 + q−2)γi + 2γi+1.
Thus, γiγi+1γi − γi+1γiγi+1 = ε2(γi+1 − γi).
Since the image of the linear span of Ri (1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1) is by definition a
subspace of dimension n− 1 of the linear span of ci’s, the image of H−n under π is
a Clifford algebra in n− 1 generators. 
It is well known that Cn−1 has a unique simple supermodule, which is of di-
mension 2[n/2]. Here [n/2] denotes the largest integer no greater than n/2. The
pullback via πq gives rise to a simple H
−
n -supermodule of dimension 2
[n/2], which
we will refer to as the basic spin H−n -supermodule. Indeed, this module is a q-
deformation of the basic spin CS−n -supermodule and the homomorphism πq is the
q-deformation of a classical fundamental construction ([8, 3]).
4. Spin and covering affine Hecke algebras
4.1. The affine Hecke-Clifford algebra.
Definition 4.1. [4] The affine Hecke-Clifford algebra Ĥcn is the C(q)-algebra gen-
erated by Ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1) and ci, X±1i (1 ≤ i ≤ n), subject to the relations
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(2.1)–(2.4) of Ti, ci in Hcn and the following additional relations:
(Ti + εcici+1)XiTi = Xi+1 (4.1)
TiXj = XjTi (j 6= i, i+ 1) (4.2)
XiXj = XjXi (4.3)
Xici = ciX
−1
i , Xicj = cjXi (i 6= j). (4.4)
The affine Hecke-Clifford algebra Ĥcn was introduced by Jones-Nazarov [4]. The
algebra Ĥcn admits a canonical superalgebra structure with Ti, Xi being even and
ci being odd. It is known that X
α1
1 · · ·Xαnn cǫ11 · · · cǫnn Tσ, where α1, . . . , αn ∈ Z,
ǫ1, . . . , ǫn ∈ {0, 1} and σ ∈ Sn, form a standard basis for Ĥcn [4] (also cf. [2]). By
definition, Ĥcn contains Hcn as a subalgebra.
The convention that c2i = −1 was used in [4], and so our ci matches with their√−1ci. Our convention that c2i = 1 is consistent with [2, 5]. The different conven-
tion leads to a different sign whenever a quadratic term cicj appears. The following
useful identities follow from the definition:
(Ti + εcici+1)
−1 = Ti + εcici+1 − ε
TiXi = Xi+1Ti − ε(Xi+1 + cici+1Xi)
TiXi+1 = XiTi + ε(1− cici+1)Xi+1.
4.2. The spin affine Hecke algebra. Now we introduce the main new concept
of the paper.
Definition 4.2. The spin affine Hecke algebra, denoted by Ĥ−n , is the C(q)-algebra
generated by Ri (1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1) and pi, qi (1 ≤ i ≤ n), subject to the relations
(2.8)–(2.10) for Ri’s in H
−
n and the following additional relations:
pipj = pjpi, qiqj = −qjqi (i 6= j) (4.5)
p2i + q
2
i = 1, piqj = qjpi (∀i, j) (4.6)
Ripj = pjRi, Riqj = −qjRi (j 6= i, i+ 1) (4.7)
Ripi = pi+1Ri + ε(qi − qi+1) (4.8)
Riqi = −qi+1Ri − ε(pi + pi+1) (4.9)
The algebra Ĥ−n has a canonical superalgebra structure with each pi being even
and each qi, Ri being odd.
Proposition 4.3. Assume only the relation (2.8). The three pairs of relations
(4.8)–(4.9), (4.10)–(4.11) and (4.12)–(4.13) are equivalent:
Ripi+1 = piRi − ε(qi − qi+1) (4.10)
Riqi+1 = −qiRi − ε(pi + pi+1); (4.11)
pi+1 = −1
2
RipiRi +
ε
2
(qiRi +Riqi) +
ε2
2
pi (4.12)
qi+1 =
1
2
RiqiRi +
ε
2
(piRi +Ripi)− ε
2
2
qi. (4.13)
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In particular, the algebra Ĥ−n is generated by p1, q1 and Ri (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1).
Proof. The last statement follows readily from (4.12)–(4.13). Recall from (2.8)
that R2i = −2 − ε2.
(i). (4.8)–(4.9) ⇒ (4.12)–(4.13): The right multiplication of (4.8) by Ri gives us
RiqiRi = (−2− ε2)pi+1 + εqiRi − εqi+1Ri. (4.14)
Rewrite (4.9) as−qi+1Ri = Riqi+ε(pi+pi+1). Plugging this equation into (4.14) and
reorganizing the terms, we obtain (4.12). The proof of (4.13) is almost identical.
(ii). (4.12)–(4.13)⇒ (4.10)–(4.11): Multiplying (4.12) by Ri on the left gives us
Ripi+1 = −1
2
(−2− ε2)piRi + 1
2
εRiqiRi +
1
2
ε(−2− ε2)qi + 1
2
ε2Ripi. (4.15)
Rewrite (4.13) as RiqiRi = 2qi+1−ε(piRi+Ripi)+ε2qi. Plugging this into (4.15) and
reorganizing the terms, we obtain (4.10). The proof of (4.11) is almost identical.
We will skip the analogous proofs for (4.10)–(4.11) ⇒ (4.12)–(4.13) as well as
for (4.12)–(4.13) ⇒ (4.8)–(4.9). 
4.3. (Anti-)involutions of Ĥ−n . There are several involutions of the algebra Ĥ
−
n
which are extensions of the involutions σ, s and − of H−n in Subsection 2.3. We
can extend σ in two ways to involutions σ± : Ĥ
−
n → Ĥ−n (where q is fixed):
σ+ : pi → pn+1−i, qi → qn+1−i, Ri 7→ Rn−i,
σ− : pi → −pn+1−i, qi → −qn+1−i, Ri 7→ Rn−i,
for all possible i. We extend s to two involutions sp, sq of Ĥ
−
n (where q is fixed):
sp : pi → −pi, qi → qi, Ri 7→ −Ri,
sq : pi → pi, qi → −qi, Ri 7→ −Ri,
for all possible i. We also extend − to involutions −p,−q of Ĥ−n (fixing each Ri):
−p : pi → −pi, qi → qi, Ri 7→ Ri, q 7→ q−1
−q : pi → pi, qi → −qi, Ri 7→ Ri, q 7→ q−1,
for all possible i. By inspection, all these involutions commute with each other,
and their products give rise to many more involutions of Ĥ−n .
Extending the anti-involution τ on H−n , we also have an anti-involution τ on Ĥ
−
n
by letting, for all possible i,
τ(pi) = pi, τ(qi) = −qi, τ(Ri) = −Ri.
One obtains more anti-involutions on Ĥ−n by composing τ with the various involu-
tions above (which commute with τ).
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4.4. A nonstandard presentation of the affine Hecke algebra. The affine
Hecke algebra Ĥn is generated by Ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1), Xj (1 ≤ j ≤ n) subject to
the relations (2.1)–(2.2) of Ti’s in Hn and the following additional relations:
XiXj = XjXi (∀i, j)
TiXiTi = Xi+1
TiXj = XjTi (j 6= i, i+ 1).
Recall Ti := Ti + T
−1
i ≡ 2Ti − ε, and further introduce
Pi :=
1
2
(Xi +X
−1
i ), Qi :=
1
2
(Xi −X−1i ).
It follows that
Xi = Pi +Qi, X
−1
i = Pi −Qi.
Proposition 4.4. The algebra Ĥn is generated by Ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1), Pj and
Qj (1 ≤ j ≤ n), subject to the relations (2.11)–(2.13) for Ti’s and the following
additional relations:
PiPj = PjPi, QiQj = QjQi (i 6= j) (4.16)
P 2i −Q2i = 1, PiQj = QjPi, (∀i, j) (4.17)
TiPi = Pi+1Ti − ε(Qi+1 +Qi) (4.18)
TiQi = Qi+1Ti − ε(Pi + Pi+1) (4.19)
Proof. This follows by a direct computation. Let us illustrate by the derivation of
(4.18). Indeed, recalling T−1i = Ti − ε, we have
TiPi − Pi+1Ti = 1
2
(2Ti − ε)(Xi +X−1i )−
1
2
(Xi+1 +X
−1
i+1)(2Ti − ε)
= TiXi − 1
2
εXi + (Ti − ε)X−1i +
1
2
εX−1i
−Xi+1(Ti − ε)− 1
2
εXi+1 −X−1i+1Ti +
1
2
εX−1i+1
= (TiXi −Xi+1T−1i ) + (T−1i X−1i −X−1i+1Ti)− ε(Qi+1 +Qi)
= −ε(Qi+1 +Qi).
In the last equation, we have used TiXi = Xi+1T
−1
i , and T
−1
i X
−1
i = X
−1
i+1Ti. 
One further checks that in the presence of (2.11), the relations (4.18)–(4.19) are
equivalent to the two equations below.
TiPi+1 = PiTi + ε(Qi+1 +Qi)
TiQi+1 = QiTi + ε(Pi + Pi+1).
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4.5. The covering affine Hecke algebra.
Definition 4.5. The covering affine Hecke algebra Ĥ∼n is generated by z, T˜i (1 ≤
i ≤ n − 1), P˜j and Q˜j (1 ≤ j ≤ n), subject to the relations (2.14)–(2.16) for T˜i’s
and the following additional relations:
z2 = 1, z is central
P˜iP˜j = P˜jP˜i, Q˜iQ˜j = zQ˜jQ˜i (i 6= j)
P˜ 2i − zQ˜2i = 1, P˜iQ˜j = Q˜jP˜i (∀i, j)
T˜iP˜i = P˜i+1T˜i − ε(Q˜i+1 + zQ˜i) (4.20)
T˜iQ˜i = zQ˜i+1T˜i − ε(P˜i + P˜i+1) (4.21)
Similar to Proposition 4.3, we can show, by assuming only (2.14), that the
three pairs of relations (4.20)–(4.21), (4.22)–(4.23), and (4.24)–(4.25) below are
equivalent to each other:
T˜iP˜i+1 = P˜iT˜i + ε(Q˜i+1 + zQ˜i) (4.22)
T˜iQ˜i+1 = zQ˜iT˜i + zε(P˜i + P˜i+1). (4.23)
P˜i+1 =
1
8
(3− z)
(
zT˜iP˜iT˜i + εT˜iQ˜i + εQ˜iT˜i + ε
2P˜i
)
(4.24)
Q˜i+1 =
1
8
(3− z)
(
T˜iQ˜iT˜i + εT˜iP˜i + εP˜iT˜i + ε
2zQ˜i
)
. (4.25)
By definition, the quotient of the covering affine Hecke algebra Ĥ∼n by the ideal
〈z − 1〉 is isomorphic to the usual affine Hecke algebra in the nonstandard pre-
sentation above, where the canonical images of P˜i, Q˜i are identified with Pi, Qi
respectively. Also, the quotient of Ĥ∼n by the ideal 〈z+1〉 is isomorphic to the spin
affine Hecke algebra Ĥ−n , where the canonical images of P˜i, Q˜i are identified with
pi, qi respectively.
5. Structures of the spin affine Hecke algebra
5.1. Morita super-equivalence for Ĥ−n .
Theorem 5.1. There exists an isomorphism of superalgebras
Φ : Ĥcn
≃−→ Cn
⊗
Ĥ
−
n
which extends the isomorphism Φ : Hcn → Cn ⊗H−n and is such that
Φ(Xi) = pi − ciqi, Φ(X−1i ) = pi + ciqi.
The inverse Ψ is an extension of Ψ : Cn ⊗H−n → Hcn such that
Ψ(pi) =
1
2
(Xi +X
−1
i ), Ψ(qi) =
1
2
(Xi −X−1i )ci.
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5.2. Proof of the isomorphism Theorem 5.1. We will adopt the convention
Ψ(a) = aΨ,Φ(b) = bΦ. We start with several lemmas.
Lemma 5.2. In Ĥcn, we have
RΨi p
Ψ
i = p
Ψ
i+1R
Ψ
i + ε(q
Ψ
i − qΨi+1)
RΨi q
Ψ
i = −qΨi+1RΨi − ε(pΨi + pΨi+1).
Proof. By (3.3), we have
RΨi Xi = (Ti(ci+1 − ci) + εci)Xi
= TiXici+1 − TiX−1i ci + εX−1i ci
= Xi+1Tici+1 − ε(Xi+1 + cici+1Xi)ci+1
−X−1i+1Tici − ε(X−1i ci −X−1i+1ci+1) + εX−1i ci
= Xi+1Tici+1 −X−1i+1Tici − ε(Xi+1ci+1 −X−1i+1ci+1 +X−1i ci).
On the other hand, we have
RΨi X
−1
i = (Ti(ci+1 − ci) + εci)X−1i
= TiX
−1
i ci+1 − TiXici + εXici
= X−1i+1Tici+1 + ε(X
−1
i + cici+1Xi+1)ci+1
−(Xi+1Ti − ε(Xi+1 + cici+1Xi))ci + εXici
= X−1i+1Tici+1 −Xi+1Tici + ε(Xi+1ci +X−1i+1ci +Xici).
Now the lemma follows by adding and subtracting these two identities for RΨi Xi
and RΨi X
−1
i (as well as multiplying with ci). 
Lemma 5.3. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ n. In Ĥcn, the element pΨi commutes with Cn while qΨi
super-commutes with Cn.
Proof. Follows directly from (2.4) and (4.4). 
Lemma 5.4. The TΦi , X
Φ
i , (X
−
i )
Φ, ci satisfy the relations (4.1)–(4.4).
Proof. The relations (4.2)–(4.4) for XΦi , (X
−
i )
Φ, ci are easy to verify from the defi-
nitions. It remains to check (4.1). We shall use repeatedly (4.8) and (4.9) below.
Recalling TΦi from (3.1), we calculate that
2XΦi T
Φ
i
= (pi − ciqi)(Ri(ci+1 − ci) + ε(1− cici+1))
= (Ripi+1 + ε(qi − qi+1))(ci+1 − ci)− (−Riqi+1 − ε(pi + pi+1))ci(ci+1 − ci)
+εpi(1− cici+1) + εqici(1− cici+1)
= (Ripi+1 − εqi+1)(ci+1 − ci)− (Riqi+1 + εpi+1)(1− cici+1).
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Therefore, we have
4(TΦi + εcici+1)X
Φ
i T
Φ
i
= [Ri(ci+1 − ci) + ε(1− cici+1)]×
[(Ripi+1 − εqi+1)(ci+1 − ci)− (Riqi+1 + εpi+1)(1− cici+1)]
= −Ri(Ripi+1 − εqi+1)(ci+1 − ci)2 −Ri(Riqi+1 + εpi+1)(ci+1 − ci)(1− cici+1)
+ε(Ripi+1 − εqi+1)(1 + cici+1)(ci+1 − ci)
−ε(Riqi+1 + εpi+1)(1 + cici+1)(1− cici+1)
= 4(pi+1 − ci+1qi+1) = 4XΦi+1.
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. It is straightforward to check that pΨi , q
Ψ
i , R
Ψ
i satisfy (4.5)–
(4.7). Together with Lemmas 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 5.2, 5.3, this implies that Ψ : Cn⊗Ĥ−n →
Ĥcn is an algebra homomorphism.
Clearly XΦi · (X−1i )Φ = 1. Recalling that Φ|Hcn : Hcn → Cn ⊗H−n is an algebra
isomorphism by Theorem 3.1, we have by Lemma 5.4 that Φ : Ĥcn → Cn ⊗ Ĥ−n is
an algebra homomorphism.
By a direct computation, the homomorphisms Ψ and Φ are inverses on the
generators, and thus they are inverse algebra isomorphisms. 
5.3. A basis for Ĥ−n . We recall the definition of Ri,ai from (3.4).
Theorem 5.5. The algebra Ĥ−n has a basis
pk11 · · · pknn qǫ11 · · · qǫnn · R1,a1R2,a2 · · ·Rn−1,an−1
where k1, . . . , kn ∈ Z+, ǫ1, . . . , ǫn ∈ {0, 1}, 0 ≤ ai ≤ i and 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
Proof. The subalgebra Ai generated by ci, p
Ψ
i , q
Ψ
i (for a fixed i) is identical to the
subalgebra generated by ci, Xi, X
−1
i , and it has a linear basis given by c
α
i X
a
i (α ∈
{0, 1}, a ∈ Z). By the standard basis for Ĥcn, Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 5.1, we
have the following isomorphisms of vector spaces:
Ĥcn ∼= A1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ An ⊗H−n ∼= Cn ⊗ Ĥ−n . (5.1)
Claim. The algebra Ai has another basis {cαi (pΨi )k(qΨi )β | α, β ∈ {0, 1}, k ∈ Z+}.
Equivalently, the subalgebra Bi generated by (Xi + X
−1
i ) and (Xi − X−1i ) has a
basis {(Xi +X−1i )k(Xi −X−1i )β | β ∈ {0, 1}, k ∈ Z+}.
We prove the second (equivalent) part of the claim. Since any even power of
(Xi−X−1i ) can be written as a polynomial in (Xi+X−1i ), the algebra Bi is spanned
by the elements (Xi+X
−1
i )
k(Xi−X−1i )β, with the constraint β ∈ {0, 1}. It remains
to prove the linear independence of these elements. Assume otherwise
f(X) :=
∑
k
ak(Xi +X
−1
i )
k(Xi −X−1i ) +
∑
k
bk(Xi +X
−1
i )
k = 0,
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for some ak, bk ∈ C(q), all but finitely many being zero. Then f(X−1) = 0, and
thus
2
∑
k
bk(Xi +X
−1
i )
k = f(X) + f(X−1) = 0.
By looking at the highest degree term in Xi of this equation, we see that all bk = 0,
and similarly all ak = 0. This proves the claim.
The theorem now follows from (5.1) and the claim. 
Accordingly, we obtain a similar basis for the covering affine Hecke algebra Ĥ∼n
(compare Proposition 3.10).
5.4. The center of Ĥ−n .
Theorem 5.6. The even center of the algebra Ĥ−n is the algebra of symmetric
polynomials C[p1, p2, · · · , pn]Sn.
Proof. The center of Ĥcn is equal to C[X1+X
−1
1 , · · · , Xn+X−1n ]Sn , the algebra of
symmetric polynomials in Xk +X
−1
k (1 ≤ k ≤ n), according to Jones-Nazarov [4]
(cf. [2]). The map Φ : Ĥcn
≃−→ Cn⊗ Ĥ−n sends C[X1+X−11 , · · · , Xn+X−1n ]Sn onto
C[p1, p2, · · · , pn]Sn , and so C[p1, p2, · · · , pn]Sn is the center of Cn ⊗ Ĥ−n . It follows
that C[p1, p2, · · · , pn]Sn is contained in the (even) center of Ĥ−n . On the other hand,
any given even central element e of Ĥ−n commutes with Cn thanks to the evenness
of e, and thus lies in the center of Cn ⊗ Ĥ−n , which is C[p1, p2, · · · , pn]Sn . 
Proposition 5.7. Let n > 0 be odd. Then q := q1q2 · · · qn is an odd central element
of Ĥ−n . However, q
Ψ does not lie in the center of Ĥcn.
Proof. qΨ does not lie in the center of Ĥcn, since q
Ψci = −ciqΨ.
By definition, q commutes with each pi. Since n is odd, q commutes with each
qi by a direct computation. It remains to show that Riq = qRi for each i. Indeed,
by (4.9) and (4.11), we have
Riqiqi+1 = (−qi+1Ri − ε(pi + pi+1))qi+1
= −qi+1(−qiRi − ε(pi + pi+1))− ε(pi + pi+1)qi+1 = −qiqi+1Ri.
This, together with (4.7) and the oddness of n, implies that Riq = qRi. 
5.5. The intertwiners. By Theorem 5.6, δ :=
∏
1≤i<j≤n(pi − pj)2 is an even
central element in Ĥ−n . Denote by (Ĥ
−
n )δ the localization of Ĥ
−
n at δ. In particular,
(pi − pi+1)−1 ∈ (Ĥ−n )δ.
Define
גi = Ri − ε qi − qi+1
pi − pi+1 ∈ (Ĥ
−
n )δ.
It is understood here and below that A
B
= B−1A.
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Proposition 5.8. The elements גi (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1) satisfy the following relations:
ג2i = −2 + 2ε2
pipi+1 − 1
(pi − pi+1)2 (5.2)
גiגi+1גi = גi+1גiגi+1 (5.3)
גiגj = −גjגi (|i− j| > 1)
גipi = pi+1גi, גipi+1 = piגi
גipj = pjגi, גiqj = −qjגi (j 6= i, i+ 1)
גiqi = −qi+1גi, גiqi+1 = −qiגi.
Proof. All of these relations can be verified by direct computation. Below we
describe an alternative way by making connections with the intertwiners φi for
Ĥcn introduced in [4, (3.6)]. Recall that
φi := Ti +
ε
XiX
−1
i+1 − 1
− ε
XiXi+1 − 1 · cici+1
in a suitable localization of Ĥcn isomorphic to Cn ⊗ (Ĥ−n )δ. One can show that
φici = ci+1φi, φici+1 = ciφi.
Claim. The isomorphism Φ : Ĥcn−→Cn ⊗ Ĥ−n sends φi to 12(ci − ci+1)⊗ גi.
Indeed, we have
Φ(φi) =
1
2
Ri(ci+1 − ci) + ε
2
(1− cici+1)
+εΦ
(
Xi+1 −X−1i − (X−1i+1 −X−1i )cici+1
Xi +X
−1
i − (Xi+1 +X−1i+1)
)
=
1
2
Ri(ci+1 − ci) + ε
2
· qici + qi+1ci+1 − qi+1ci − qici+1
pi − pi+1
=
1
2
(
Ri − ε qi − qi+1
pi − pi+1
)
(ci+1 − ci) = 1
2
(ci − ci+1)⊗ גi.
With the help of the claim, all of the identities in the Proposition follow from
the corresponding statements for φi in [4, (3.7)] and [4, Prop. 3.1]. Let us illustrate
by proving (5.2) in detail below. Recall from [4, Prop. 3.1] that
φ2i = 1− ε2
(
XiX
−1
i+1
(XiX
−1
i+1 − 1)2
+
X−1i X
−1
i+1
(X−1i X
−1
i+1 − 1)2
)
.
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By the above Claim, we have
ג2i = ((ci − ci+1)Φ(φi))2 = −2Φ(φ2i )
= −2 + 2ε2X
−1
i X
−1
i+1 − 2 +XiXi+1 +XiX−1i+1 − 2 +X−1i Xi+1
(Xi+1 +X
−1
i+1 −Xi −X−1i )2
= −2 + 2ε2 (Xi+1 +X
−1
i+1)(Xi +X
−1
i )− 4
(Xi+1 +X
−1
i+1 −Xi −X−1i )2
= −2 + 2ε2 pipi+1 − 1
(pi − pi+1)2 .
For the braid relation (5.3), the following identity can be useful:
(ci − ci+1)(ci+1 − ci+2)(ci − ci+1) = (ci+1 − ci+2)(ci − ci+1)(ci+1 − ci+2).

6. Cyclotomic spin Hecke algebras
6.1. The definition. Recall p1q1 = q1p1. Consider the subalgebra
A1 := C[p1, q1]/〈p21 + q21 − 1〉
of Ĥ−n which is commutative and Z2-graded with p1 being even and q1 odd.
Proposition 6.1. A nonzero Z2-homogeneous ideal I1 of A1 is one of the following:
(1) 〈f(p1)〉, for some nonzero polynomial f in one variable;
(2) 〈g(p1)q1〉, for some nonzero polynomial g in one variable;
(3) 〈(p1 + 1)g(p1), g(p1)q1〉, for some nonzero polynomial g;
(4) 〈(p1 − 1)g(p1), g(p1)q1〉, for some nonzero polynomial g.
Proof. Let I1 be a nonzero Z2-homogeneous ideal of A1. Let f and g be the unique
monic polynomials of minimal degree such that f(p1) ∈ I1, g(p1)q1 ∈ I1. By the
Z2-homogeneity, I1 = 〈f(p1), g(p1)q1〉.
Note that f(p1)q1 ∈ I1, and (p21 − 1) · g(p1) = −g(p1)q21 ∈ I1. By assumption of
minimal degrees on f, g, we have
f(p1) | (p1 − 1)(p1 + 1) · g(p1), (6.1)
and thus deg f ≤ deg g + 2. Also deg g ≤ deg f , and g = f if deg g = deg f .
In the case when deg f = deg g and thus g = f , the ideal I1 is of the form (1).
In the case when deg f = deg g + 2, we have f(p1) = (p
2
1 − 1) · g(p1) by (6.1),
and thus I1 is of the form (2).
Finally assume that deg f = deg g+1 and consider two subcases: (i) g(p1) | f(p1);
(ii) g(p1) ∤ f(p1). Thanks to (6.1), in case (i), I1 is of the form (3) or (4). We now
claim the subcase (ii) is empty. Indeed, by (6.1), (ii) and deg f = deg g + 1, we
have f(p1) = (p
2
1−1)h(p1) = −q21h(p1) and g(p1) = (p1−a)h(p1) for some constant
a 6= ±1 and some polynomial h of degree equal to (deg g − 1). Therefore,
h(p1)q1 =
1
1− a2 ((p1 + a) · g(p1)q1 − q1 · f(p1)) ∈ I1.
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This contradicts with the choice of g(p) of minimal degree. 
Definition 6.2. The cyclotomic spin Hecke algebra HI,−n is the quotient algebra of
Ĥ−n by the two-sided ideal I = 〈I1〉 generated by a nonzero Z2-homogeneous ideal
I1 ⊂ A1. (Note that HI,−n inherits a superalgebra structure from Ĥ−n .)
Remark 6.3. As a byproduct of the above proof of Proposition 6.1, the ideal I in
Definition 6.2 is generated by f(p1) and g(p1)q1, where f and g are the unique
monic polynomials of minimal degree such that f(p1) ∈ I1, g(p1)q1 ∈ I1. We
will sometimes write f = fI and g = gI to indicate its dependence on I. More
specifically, I is generated by one or two elements given in Proposition 6.1.
6.2. Relation to cyclotomic Hecke-Clifford algebras. We refer to Ariki [1]
for more on the classical cyclotomic Hecke algebras.
Let F be a polynomial of the form
F (X1) = adX
d
1 + ad1X
d−1
1 + · · · a1X1 + a0
which satisfies the condition
ad = 1, ai = a0ad−i (∀0 ≤ i ≤ d). (6.2)
Associated to such an F , Brundan-Kleshchev [2] introduced the cyclotomic Hecke-
Clifford algebra, which will be denoted byHcFn in this paper, as the quotient algebra
Ĥcn/〈F (X1)〉. The technical condition (6.2) was imposed so that the resulting
cyclotomic algebra HFn has an expected basis and dimension. The next proposition
shows that the condition (6.2) is natural from the perspective of cyclotomic spin
Hecke algebras.
Theorem 6.4. There is a bijection between the set of cyclotomic spin Hecke al-
gebras and the set of cyclotomic Hecke-Clifford algebras. More explicitly, every
cyclotomic Hecke-Clifford algebra HcFn is isomorphic to Cn ⊗ HI,−n for some cy-
clotomic spin Hecke algebra HI,−n via Φ. Conversely, for each H
I,−
n , the algebra
Cn ⊗HI,−n is isomorphic to some cyclotomic Hecke-Clifford algebra via Ψ.
Proof. Note that a0 = ±1 by (6.2). Divide the degree d polynomials F which
satisfy the condition (6.2) into the following four cases:
(1) d = 2k is even and a0 = 1;
(2) d = 2k is even and a0 = −1;
(3) d = 2k + 1 is odd and a0 = 1;
(4) d = 2k + 1 is odd and a0 = −1.
Then it follows by a case-by-case elementary verification that the isomorphism
Φ : Ĥcn → Cn ⊗ Ĥ−n sends X−k1 F (X1) for F in each case bijectively onto the
corresponding set below:
(1) {f(p1) | f is a polynomial of degree k};
(2) {g(p1)q1 | g is a polynomial of degree (k − 1)};
(3) {(p1 + 1− c1q1) · g(p1) | g is a polynomial of degree k};
(4) {(p1 − 1− c1q1) · g(p1) | g is a polynomial of degree k}.
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Clearly, the ideal I in Cn ⊗ Ĥ−n generated by an element in (1) or (2) above
coincides with Cn⊗〈I1〉 where I1 is given by Prop. 6.1 (1) or (2) respectively. Now
the proposition follows by the following claim.
Claim. The ideal I in Cn ⊗ Ĥ−n generated by the element (p1 ± 1− c1q1) · g(p1)
in (3) or (4) coincides with Cn ⊗ 〈I1〉, where 〈I1〉 is the ideal in Ĥ−n generated by
I1 in Proposition 6.1 (3) or (4) respectively.
Let us prove the claim for (3) and skip a similar proof for (4). Indeed, it is clear
that I ⊆ Cn ⊗ 〈I1〉. On the other hand, we have
(p1 + 1)g(p1) =
1
2
(p1 + 1− c1q1)(p1 + 1 + c1q1)g(p1) ∈ I,
and thus also g(p1)q1 = c1(p1 + 1 + c1q1)g(p1) − c1(p1 + 1)g(p1) ∈ I. Therefore,
I ⊇ Cn ⊗ 〈I1〉. 
It is known [2] that dimHcFn = (degF )
n2nn!. From the explicit relations between
(the generators of) the corresponding ideals in Ĥcn and Ĥ
−
n presented in the above
proof, we have the following.
Corollary 6.5. Let fI and gI be the unique monic polynomials of minimal de-
gree such that fI(p1) and gI(p1)q1 generate the ideal I in Ĥ
−
n . Then, dimH
I,−
n =
(deg fI + deg gI)
nn!.
Conjecturally, a basis for HI,−n consists of p
α1
1 q
ǫ1
1 · · · pαnn qǫnn R, where ǫ1, . . . , ǫn ∈
{0, 1}, 0 ≤ αi < deg fI if ǫi = 0 and 0 ≤ αi < deg gI if ǫi = 1, and R runs over all
standard monomials in H−n .
6.3. Jucys-Murphy elements for H−n . We observe that the spin Hecke algebra
H−n coincides with the (smallest) cyclotomic spin Hecke algebra H
I,−
n , where I =
〈p1 − 1, q1〉. Similarly, the Hecke-Clifford algebra Hcn is a special case of the
cyclotomic Hecke-Clifford algebras HcFn with F (X1) = X1 − 1.
Proposition 6.6. There exists a unique algebra homomorphism
JM : Ĥ−n −→ H−n
which extends the identity map on H−n and is such that JM(p1) = 1, JM(q1) = 0.
Proof. There exists a unique algebra homomorphism JM : Ĥcn → Hcn, which
extends the identity map on Hcn and is such that JM(X1) = 1, according to
Jones-Nazarov [4, Proposition 3.5]. By (4.1), the images Ji of Xi (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
under JM, called the Jucys-Murphy elements for Ĥcn, are given recursively by
Ji+1 = (Ti + εcici+1)JiTi. By Theorems 3.1 and 5.1, there exists a homomorphism
JM′ : Ĥ−n → H−n to make the following diagram commutative:
Ĥcn
JM−−−→ Hcn
Φ
y∼= Φy∼=
Cn
⊗
Ĥ−n
JM′−−−→ Cn
⊗
H−n
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Since JM(X1) = 1, it follows by definition of Φ that JM
′(p1) = 1, JM
′(q1) =
0. Moreover, since JM′|
Cn⊗H
−
n
is the identity and the images of pi, qi are given
recursively by Proposition 4.3, we conclude that JM′ is of the form I ⊗ JM for a
unique homomorphism JM : Ĥ−n → H−n with given images of p1 and q1. Note that
JM(p1) = 1 and JM(q1) = 0. 
We will call the images pi, qi ∈ H−n (1 ≤ i ≤ n) of the elements pi, qi’s under the
homomorphism JM the Jucys-Murphy elements for H−n , following the convention
for the symmetric group and the usual Hecke algebras. The relations (4.5)–(4.11),
with pi and qi replacing pi and qi, are satisfied. Alternatively, it follows from the
proof of Proposition 6.6 that
pi =
1
2
Φ(Ji + J
−1
i ), qi =
1
2
Φ((Ji − J−1i )ci).
Note the nontrivial implication that Φ(Ji + J
−1
i ) and
1
2
Φ((Ji − J−1i )ci) lie in H−n .
A direct computation using the recursive formula in Proposition 4.3 gives us the
first few cases of the Jucys-Murphy elements:
1 = p1, q1 = 0,
1 + ε2 = p2, q2 = εR1,
ε2
2
(R1R2 +R2R1) + (1 + ε
2)2 = p3, q3 =
ε
2
(
R1R2R1 + (2 + ε
2)R2
)
.
These elements will play important roles in analyzing further the structures and
the representation theory of H−n as in the usual (non-spin) setup.
6.4. A degeneration of Ĥ−n and H
I,−
n . Recall that the spin symmetric group
algebra CS−n is generated by ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1) subject to the relations (1.2)–(1.3).
The degenerate spin affine Hecke algebra B̂, introduced in [10], is the superalgebra
with odd generators bi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1), subject to the relations
(1.2)–(1.3) for ti’s and the following additional relations:
bibj = −bjbi (i 6= j)
tibi = −bi+1ti + 1
tibj = −bjti (j 6= i, i+ 1).
Remark 6.7. The algebra B̂ can be obtained from Ĥ−n by a suitable degeneration.
Set q = e~/2. As q goes to 1, keeping in mind p2i + q
2
i = 1, we set
pi ≈ 1 + ~2b2i + o(~2), qi ≈ ~
√−2 · bi + o(~), Ri ≈
√−2 · ti + o(~).
Then, as q goes to 1, the defining relations (2.8)–(2.10), (4.5)–(4.7), (4.9) for Ĥ−n
reduce to the defining relations for B̂. The remaining relation (4.8) for Ĥ−n reduces
to tib
2
i = b
2
i+1ti + (bi − bi+1), which follows from the defining relations for B̂.
Remark 6.8. The isomorphism in Theorem 5.1 degenerates in the sense of Re-
mark 6.7 to the superalgebra isomorphism between the degenerate affine Hecke-
Clifford algebra and Cn ⊗ B̂ established in [10].
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We define the degenerate cyclotomic spin Hecke algebras as the quotient algebras
Bf := B̂/〈f(b1)〉, where f is an even or an odd polynomial in one variable. The
condition on f is precisely such that Bf inherits a canonical superalgebra structure
from B̂. Using the Morita super-equivalence [10] between B̂ and Nazarov’s degen-
erate affine Hecke-Clifford algebra, it is straightforward to see that the degenerate
cyclotomic spin Hecke algebras correspond bijectively to the degenerate cyclotomic
Hecke-Clifford algebras [2, 5] (called the cyclotomic Sergeev algebras in loc. cit.)
via a Morita super-equivalence (compare Theorem 6.4).
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